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A very different and very important study. Most people plan more carefully for a two-week
vacation than for the seven years we will spend as guests in our Messiah’s Father’s house. What
will we do during the time we spend among the “many mansions,” and how do we prepare for it?

From the PublisherPicture this scenario. You are watching a golf tournament on television and
Ernie Els, Steve Elkinton, Phil Mickleson or the like come into view. One of the commentators
invariably will say, "If you want to imitate a swing, this is it. It has a Few Moving Parts." However,
he or she does not tell you the parts nor the sequence in which the parts move. Now you can
find out the proper parts, what moves them, and the proper sequence in which they must
move.The legendary Freddie Haas, the man who ended Byron Nelson's 11 consecutive wins on
the PGA Tour, says "Your explanation should be studied by all PGA professionals. It's a quicker
method of getting beginners to swing better and the faster people learn the more they will enjoy
playing golf.Your book should be required reading for members of the PGA of America who
would like to have Ph.D. of Golf after their name."Any time Mr. Haas has this to say about
Anatomy of the Perfect Golf Swing, then we feel very confident that all golfers would benefit by
having a copy of this book. Some of the world's leading golf instructors of today such as Butch
Harmon, Jimmy Ballard, and Jim Flick are known to have copies in their libraries. Other notables
with copies of the book are PGA Touring Pro Justin Leonard and the father of Tiger Woods.--
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review"Glennon, I need the
perfect golf swing. Maybe your wonderful book will help me get one." -- Letter to author from
George Bush, 41st U.S. President [1998]"Like any avid golfer, I'm always trying to perfect my
game. Hopefully, after reading your book I will have a better understanding of the swing." --
Letter to author from Donald J. Trump, real estate developer [1998]I didn't realize how little I
knew about anatomy until I read your book. We talk about hand action, shoulder turn, hip turn,
foot action, etc., not realizing what influences the swing. Your explanation should be studied by
all PGA golf professionals. It's a quicker method of getting beginners to swing better and the
faster people learn the more they will enjoy playing golf. Your book should be required reading
for members of the PGA of America who would like to have Ph.D. of Golf after their name. Many
thanks for your contribution. -- Freddie Haas, legendary PGA Pro --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Author"It Don't Mean a Thing If You Ain't Got
That Swing." I don't know whether Duke Ellington had golf on his mind when he composed that
song, but I do know that the phrase is quite accurate when it comes to the golf swing. I also
know that the body did not need golf to be invented in order to make the movements necessary
to properly swing a golf club.This book was written for two reasons. One reason was the health
of golfers. With over 39 years of health/fitness experience working at country clubs, hotels and



resorts nationally, I have seen enough golf related injuries to last a life time. The other reason
was the health of golf instructions.Most golfers instructors are dedicated to having the student
approach the game mainly from the physical aspect of the sport. The student is given a club and
told to perform the swing without any knowledge of the muscles and joints involved in making
the movement. This can be very harmful for the student. Not only because of the possible
physical injuries, but also because of the emotional and mental frustrations that come from not
seeing any improvement in his or her game.For the first time a book is designed that golfers,
from beginners to professionals to instructors, can actually improve their performances by
understanding a few simple principles about how the body really functions.--This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Inside FlapIn Anatomy of the Perfect Golf
Swing here are some of the things you will learn:* The mechanical and anatomical principles
used to execute a successful swing* The proper muscles, tendons, bones, joints and ligaments
to use* Exercises to develop the proper muscles in the proper sequence used in the swing* How
to relax emotionally, mentally, and physically while playing golf* How to get more pleasure and
enjoyment from the game of golf* Everything necessary to play good golf is contained right
within your own bodySome of the benefits of learning the Perfect Golf Swing:* Create more
accurate shots* Improve scores immediately* Increase confidence and self-esteem* Save time
and money and have more fun* Success brings self-satisfaction* Win recognition, praise and
admiration* Peace of mind, enjoyment and contentment await you--This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorGlennon E. Bazzle is a nationally known
and well respected master masseur/fitness instructor with more than 37 years of experience.A
native of New Orleans, Louisiana, Bazzle has traveled extensively, and has received diplomas
and certificates in a variety of healing and massage therapy specialties.His training and
education include the study of Schiatsu at Tulane University, New Orleans, LA; the study of The
Art of Scientific Spa Therapy in San Diego, CA; courses at the American School of Holistic
Massage, West Palm Beach, FL and the Swedish Institute of Massage, New York, NY. He is a
former member of the Alliance of Massage Therapists, Inc., New York, NY.Bazzle's impressive
educational background is complimented by a most prestigious history of working with the
nation's finest hotel spas and resorts from 1961 to 1982. He was Head Masseur at the Jewish
Community Center in New Orleans, LA; Masseur and Exercise Instructor at the Regency Hotel
Spa, Miami Beach, FL; Assistant Spa Manager and Masseu Assistant Spa Manager and
Masseur at the Riviera Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada and Massuer and Exercise Instructor at
Rancho La Costa Hotel Spa and Resort, Carlsbad CA.--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Some
golfers have been fortunate enough to discover a unique and successful swing by themselves
through intuition. It is a successful swing because it gives them a chance to play their best golf
consistently. Now you too can achieve your greatest golfing potentials and accomplishments
without relying upon a chance discovery or an accidental stroke of luck. By demystifying the golf
swing the author has reduced luck to a science. A science that any golfer can master when it is



applied diligintly, persistently and in the right spirit.Most instructional golf books focus on the
various aspects of playing the game of golf. Example: driving, putting, chipping, sand shots, etc.
The photographs and illustrations in this book show the scientific techniques created and
designed by the author to give golfers the knowledge of specific bones, joints and muscles of
the body needed in making the perfect golf swing. You will learn how these muscles work in a
logical, systematical and progressive technique. The principles and skills to apply them are
attainable through study, observation and practice. By the conscious use of these principles and
skills and your creative imagination, you too can produce a successful swing consistently. Peace
of mind, enjoyment and contentment await you, once you know the sequence of movements and
observe them faithfully. Yesterday, knowing little about the golf swing you could only make an
occasional lucky hit. Tomorrow, knowing much about the golf swing you will be able to fulfill your
p! otentials and appreciate your accomplishments more as your score improves along with your
confidence and self-esteem. Improvements come from confidence and confidence comes from
knowledge. "YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE PRINCIPLES AND THE SKILLS NEEDED TO
APPLY THEM CREATES POWER."The format of this book is a short review of how the bones
and muscles of the body work. The two parts of the golf swing, BACK/UPWARD SWING and
DOWN/FORWARD SWING, are analyzed. The bones and joints involved in each part of the
swing, and the muscles that pull them, are also analyzed. Each section of the BACK/UPWARD
SWING has an exercise that trains or retrains the correct muscles to make the correct action at
the correct time. Master these exercises as we go along, and at the end of the last section when
we synthesize the swing you will be amazed how simple the swinging motion really is.First we
have to establish a central theme or a fulcrum from which to work around. Let me define what we
will be doing. We will be swinging a golf club. Thus, my definition of the perfect golf swing. The
perfect golf swing is one, complete, smooth, flowing motion without any emotional, mental or
physical interruptions.The emotional and mental aspects are prerequisites to the physical
aspects. There is no question whatsoever that our emotions are the single most important factor
in our ability and attitude in handling the skill of the golf game. The more we control our
emotions, the more successful swings we make. Considerable effort is required however, at
least initially, to train or retrain this special group of muscles to work together.An important point
is that swinging a golf club is a "global" skill, meaning a "whole skill," requiring only a limited set
of basic components. Bowling, swimming, bike riding and walking are global skills also. Each
component has a special job or skill to perform. Once you learn the components' skills and
integrate them into a whole, you can make the perfect golf swing. You don't have to go on forever
adding additional basic skills. With proper practice and refinement of the techniques, the basic
components' skills become completely integrated into the smooth flow of the perfect golf swing.
The good news is that in time, when it becomes automatic, you're in for many emotionally
rewarding days playing golf. The proper mental understanding of how the components or parts
of the body work together to perform the golf swing is attainable through minimal study and
maximum practice. The psychologists refer to this process as "appreciation precedes



execution," which means "you have to!know what to do before you can do it."The system set
forth here is based on how the muscles, joints, tendons and ligaments of the body work most
efficiently to produce the whirling motion needed in the golf swing. You see, there's a certain
group of muscles moving a certain group of joints in a certain sequence. Any omission,
incompletion or interruption of the steps in this sequence usually results in a faulty swing that
produces an errant shot.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read
more
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“In My Father’s House”byZola Levitt“In My Father’s House”The Lord said, “In my Father’s house
are many mansions … I go to prepare a place for you.” An explanation of the incredible seven
years we will spend as guests in heaven, in the Messiah’s Father’s house.“I go to prepare a
place for you … where I am there ye may be also.” — John 14:2, 3Copyright © 1981 by Zola
Levitt. All rights reserved.Zola LevittZola Levitt is a Jewish believer thoroughly educated in the
synagogues and brought to the Messiah in 1971. He holds degrees from Duquesne University,
Indiana University and an honorary Th.D. from Faith Bible College. He has, in his Christian walk,
addressed millions of people concerning the facts of the Bible through his national television
program, ZOLA LEVITT PRESENTS, which is carried on the major Christian networks, CBN,
PTL, TBN and LBN, and numerous large city broadcast stations.Zola Levitt Ministries, Inc. is a
teaching and evangelistic association guided by the standard of Rom. 1:16, “To the Jew first,
and also to the gentile.” Like the apostle Paul, we work through the Gentiles to reach the Jews.
We inform our gentile viewers and listeners of those principles of the faith which will be most
helpful to them in understanding and witnessing to their Jewish friends. Our ministry offers a
wide variety of teaching materials including books, cassette tapes, music, video tapes, and
some imported gift items from the Holy Land. A current list of these materials is available at no
charge by writing to: ZOLA, PO Box 12268, Dallas TX 75225. Or visit for more information.Table
of Contents“In My Father’s House”“I Go To Prepare a Place For You”“Why Stand Ye Gazing Into
Heaven?”“In The Twinkling of An Eye”“The Judgment Seat of Christ”The Marriage SupperSome
Prophetic ConclusionsStudy Book Series by Zola Levitt“InMyFather’sHouse”We have been
invited, every one of us believers, to the most thrilling and mystical seven-year sojourn this side
of eternity. We are to be the house guests of Almighty God!But, let’s face it, most of us would
plan more carefully for a two-week vacation than we have for the seven years we will spend in
Jesus’ Father’s house.In this earthly life if we were invited for only a weekend to the home of
friends we would make proper preparation to fit into their scheme of things and be good guests.
We would adapt to the ways and habits of our hosts, trying to be as little trouble as possible,
lending good cheer to the occasion. “When in Rome do as the Romans,” we have always
casually said. But are we prepared to do as the heavenly folks when we get to heaven?If Rome
is the biblical symbol of pagan living and worldly materialism we have certainly mastered it. Few
of us would be unprepared to be appropriate guests of today’s Romans or possibly even the
ancient Romans. We would find the first century government of Rome much like our own
American government, with senators of vested interests, each arguing for the profit of their
constituencies while pretending to uphold the common good. We would find parties to go to,
money to spend, entertainment and diversion to sate a late 20th century American. We would fit
right in.But how will we do in heaven? Will we know what is expected of us as house guests of
our eternal Host? Will our deportment meet the requirements in that new and strange
environment in which the only person we can confidently call by name is Jesus Christ? Will we



be ready to undertake the remarkable activities that God has announced as the program for His
guests in heaven?

The Miracle of Passover The Seven Feasts of Israel The Spirit of Pentecost The Second Coming
Seven Churches: Does Yours Fit In? Genesis One: A physicist Looks at Creation Messiah in the
Feasts of Israel
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overtakenbyanap, “For over 30 years this remains one of my treasures of my bible study books.
Glad to see it out in Kindle finally!!!!. Approximately 30 years ago I had the privilege of hearing
Zola speak in a tiny church in a little town in BC, Canada. He spoke on the Rapture of the
church, why we need not fear that the Lord really IS coming back for us, why it is very evident
that this is a pre tribulation rapture, and why we can be sure of these things. From that day
forward I never wavered in that belief. Nor in the necessity to bless and pray for Israel, the Jews
and the peace of Jerusalem.I bought this very booklet from him then. It had so much of what he
said, in concise easy to grasp terms. The "Readers Digest" version of what he just spoke. Later I
bought some other of his booklets as our finances permitted but this booklet above all the
others, became so beloved to me, so valuable that I refused to EVER loan it out for fear of
irreparable loss.Even though he goes into greater detail about the first century wedding customs
prevalent in Jesus day in another booklet, the condensed version in the center of this booklet
contains all the pertinent details. I've use this booklet to teach from for many years as a result.I
cannot over emphasize the value of Zola and his gift for making things simple. As another
favourite Christian author Dr. J. Vernon McGee once said--"putting the cookies on the bottom
shelf" meaning that the truths of the gospel should remain accessible to all believers regardless
of their age or mental abilities. The rule I abide by in teaching is that anything taught will be
better absorbed, retained and used thru life if it is presented in the simplest possible form.I was
so grieved to hear of Zola's passing a few years back. I got my Kindle the summer of 2011 and
have consistently checked every few months to see if Zola's work made it to Kindle. I was so
happy yesterday to find this here along with many others in his booklet series. It seems that only
one remains to be "kindle-ized". That is "The Signs of the End" and I look forward to seeing it
soon.I am happy to say that whoever was doing the job of creating the Kindle version of these
booklets did a superb job. The clickable table of contents works well in each book, the formatting
and the text are unchanged, as is the cover art. Small details, but someone put loving care and
attention to making sure these gems are perfect in their Kindle setting.I can't recommend them
highly enough, 5 stars hardly covers how I feel about Zola's work. Don't despise them for their
size or price. This one, and it's siblings are some of the best things you will ever have.And for
those who homeschool as I did, please consider these to introduce upper elementary and
middle schoolers to this content. I used them in personal Bible study with my children, and like
McGee's stuff, these are so easy for the young to understand, that they are valuable just in that
context alone.But don't overlook the value for adults who lead busy distracted lives. Simple
concise teaching is a jewel. This is a fine example.”

Tina O, “GREAT LITTLE BOOK. Zola manages to put in just a few short pages what others fail to
do in hundreds. He gives a biblical and cohesive explanation of what believers will be doing
between the rapture and the end of the tribulation. I believe his description of the judgment seat



of Christ makes the most sense when viewing the whole seven years from the aspect of a
Jewish wedding ceremony. I would recommend this book to those who want to know more
about our "Blessed Hope"”

History Enthusiast, “Very informative. This book answered a lot of my questions and gave me
information to pass on to those that question happenings.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Insightful, Inspired, and Revealing. This is an excellent little book that
provides a rich contextual imagery for an insightful and revealing understanding for our
relationship as the Church (universal) to the Bridegroom, Christ Jesus, to more clearly
understand as Gentiles what to expect in the last days when He comes for His Bride. I strongly
recommend reading this book to any and all believers and especially followers of the Lord
Jesus!”

Gabby Little Angel, “Beautiful word picture!. I purchased this book for several reasons. I love
Zola's teachings because of the insight, the anointed truth, and the Jewish history that is the
foundation of the faith. Personal circumstances find me in a dwelling that is less than perfect...& I
find myself watching close as I see the day approaching.While reading, as my eyes fell on the
passage "I go to prepare a place for you..." the exact same words came through a podcast on
the Passover I was listening to at the same time ! How encouraging it is when the Lord lines up
such things!I find so much information in such a quick read, in Zola's teachings. I recommend all
of his books.”

Dr. Hunter, “Excellent. Excellent reading for a serious bible student, the more you know about
God, the closer you can become.”

texasredd, “Informative. Very informative”

Alberto Flavio A. Aguiar, “It is rather concise but it makes a precise parallel .... It is rather concise
but it makes a precise parallel brtween a Jewish marriage and the church marriage with Christ.
In this way it brings understanding to the prophecies of the second coming. Worth reading.”

The book by Zola Levitt has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 39 people have provided feedback.
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